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,Spring Weekend Blossoms Tonight 
Dick Gregory 
To Appear 
Dave Brubeck 
in Concert 
Despite rumors to the contrary, T • ht 
Dick Gregory will appear tonight on1g 
~ in the Gym. Gregory was recently Dave Brubeck, leader of the 
convicted in a civil rights case. internationally famous Dave 
on Wednesday, following Greg~ Brubeck Quartet, will bring his 
~ ory's appeal, his lawyer called the award winning _jazz ~oup to Ithaca College Friday mght, May 
I
. College and informed the Union 6. The Quartet will be heard in 
\ Director that his client would be concert at 8:15 in the College 
~ present for the Concert. gymnasium as part of the Spring 
1 . . Weekend festivities being held Dick Gregory 1s a noted come· from Friday through Sunday. 
dian and one of the more contro· Organized smce 1951, the 
versial men in the American field world famed jazz foursome have 
of entertainment. 1:J.is comedy- appeared in almost every country 
wisdom and irony-has enter· in the free world. As representa-
tained night club and campus tives of the American musical 
\ culture they have performed in 
\ crowds t~oughout the country. many Middle Eastern countries 
'! Gregory 1s also the author of To under the auspices of the U.S. 
: The Back of the Bus and Nigger. State Department. 
· Gregory is. planning on running The Quartet has won almost 
every national and international 
award in jazz, the latest being 
Down But magazine's 30th An-
for mayor of Chicago. 
nual Reader's Poll as the world's 
number one jazz combo. The 
group consists of alto saxophon-
Many Activities 
Planned 
A downtown float parade, a 
semi-formal dance, a concert 
with nationally known entertain-
ers, athletic events and the 
opening of a special art exhibi-
tion will feature the annual 
Spring Weekend observance at 
Jthaca College this Friday and 
Saturday, May 6 and 7. 
The Dave Brubeck Quartet, 
·· one of the most popular instru-
mental groups in the country, 
will share the stage with Negro 
comedian Dick Gregory at the 
Friday night concert, starting at 
1 8: 15 in the College gymnasium. 
gene Wright, drummer, Joe Mor-1 evening to new compositions by I Brubeck's attention in recent 
ello and the leader on piano. the pianist and other members l years has concentrated more and 
Choosing from a varied reper- of the group. They have shown \ more on composition and be al-
toire that reaches back into the much creative imagination with ways has several projects going 
roots of jazz and projects into 200 original songs, 46 record simultaneously. However, he con-
the future, the Quartet will im- albums, a ballet, a concerto for fesses there is no substitute for 
provise on a few such standards jazz combo and symphony orches- "the instant joy of group im-
as Duke Ellington's "A Train" tra, a TV score and a jazz , provisation. Every performance 
but will devote most of the musical. J is a new experience." 
Gregory, prominent in the civil 
rights movement as well as in 
the entertainment world, is 
known as an "issues of the day" 
commentator. 
A float parade will start at 
10:00 Saturday morning, and as 
in the past, will be held in 
downtown Ithaca. Theme of the 
float parade will be "The Circus 
is Coming to Town," and floats 
will depict circus characters. It 
is expected that this year's float 
parade will be the largest in the 
College's history. Dean Davies ist Paul Desmond, bassist Eu-
--------------------------------------------------I 
In keeping with the circus 
theme, a special art exhibition 
entitled "The Circus" is in the 
Egbert Union Student Lounge. 
The exhibition includes photo-
graphs and drawings relating to 
the circus, and is being loaned 
Announces 
Grad Grants 
St~t Party Clears Slate Annual Spring Musical 
Dean Robert Davies wishes to Shreve, Veltz Win 
Wilf Run May 16-21 
by Circus World Museum of 
· announce and congratulate the Elections for Recording and 
seniors who have won various Corresponding Secretaries were 
grants for further study. The fol- held on Wednesday, May 4 in 
lowing seniors received awards:· the Egbert Union Lobby. The 
Janet Stanley a three-year candidates running for the office 
tary is Leslie Shreve with 241 
votes over Claire Sibley's 93. 
Mary Anne Veltz was elected as 
Recording Secretary with 210 
votes; Susan Wayne received 115. 
Carnival To Be Presented Baraboo, Wisconsin. The exhibi· tion will continue for one week. 
The concluding major event 
The annual Spring Musical this Florzack and William Duncan. will be a semi-formal dance in 
year is CARNIVAL, and it will The singers include: Linda the College gymnasium Saturday 
feature two leading ladies who Mays, Terri Patrick,. Susie Kuz- evening, starting at 9:00 and con-
. ' . of Corresponding Secretary were 
National Defense Education Act Claire Sibley of the Reform 
The Secretaries along with the 
three other members of the Stu-
dent Party ticket will assume of. 
fice following Class Day which 
will be held on May 12. 
. . . ma, Lee Cantwell, Gibby Brand, tinuing until 1:00 a.m. The dance 
Fellowship in sociology at the Party and Leslie Shreve of the 
University of Michigan. -·- Studenj; Party. The Recording 
will alternate m the leadmg role I David C. Burrow, Richard Co· will be featured by the appear-
of "Lili." They are Jeanne Mer- burn, Robert Riggs and Robert ance of the Spring Week End 
ritt, a Drama major and Judy Morris. King and Queen and their courts. 
Nicosia a Music Major. The cast "Love Makes the World Go Music will be by the Mel Jeffer-
of 35 has actors drawn from 'Round" is probably the beSt son Quintet, the back-up band 
: Robert Backlund, a three-year Secretary nominees were Susan 
' NDEA Fellowship in Chemistry Wayne of the Reform Party and 
t th u · ·ty f C 1 d Mary Anne Veltz of the Student a e ruver.n o o ora o, Party. Gil Iman Lectures 
On Paint, May 11 
known song from the elaborate for Eddie Fisher. 
each of the schools in the Col- b B b M ·11 b score Y o err1 , ut such A number of other events will 
, Boulder, Colorado. 
,_ Peter. Wentz, a three-year 
NDEA Fellowship in Chemistry 
, at the University of Florida, 
.~ainesville, Florida. 
Bob Wilcox, President of the 
Student Body and Chairman of 
the Election Commission an-
nounced the winners the same 
night. The Corresponding Secre-
Iege with an orchestra of Music comedy numbers as "Always, be held during the two day 
majors under the direction of Always You" and "Cirque de Spring Week End observance. 
Professor Robert J. Prins. Paris" are show-stoppers too. Friday afternoon at 4:00 William 
. The production of CARNIVAL Payne, pianist, will be heard in 
. Roger Watros, a teaching as- ------------
The mathematics department 
will sponsor a talk by Professor 
Leonard Gillman of the Univer-
sity of Rochester on "Infinite 
Pains and Infinite Paint" Wed-
nesday, May 11 at 8 p.m. in 
room Bl02 of the Faculty Office 
Buildfng. The talk will require 
no previous knowledge of math-
ematics. All students and faculty 
Set m the atmosphere of a will run for the entire week a recital at Ford Hall auditor-
small European circus, CARNI· May 16 - 21 in the Colleg; ium. Saturday afternoon the 
VAL tells the charming story of Theatre, Downtown on DeWitt freshman baseball team will 
the orphan girl, Lili, who joins Park, and students are eligible play a double-header against 
the show and learns to love the for one free ticket for ·each I.D. Oswego at Freeman Field start-
~tantship in Chemistry at the 
·University of Delaware, Newark, 
Delaware. 
. Janet Latham, a teaching as-
~tantship in Chemistry at the 
tate University of New York, 
mghamton. 
Robert Deutsch, a teaching as-
:· tantship in mathematics at San 
· ·ego State College. 
Dean Hood 
Announces 
New Policy 
card presented. All seats are re- ing at 1:00. At 2:00 there will 
puppets in the Midway. Michael d d I · · i serve an an ear Y v!Slt to the I be a tennis competition with 
Hirsch and Don Croll, who ap- box-office is advised. 
1 
Brockport. 
pear in the central roles of the 
members are invited. 
Professor Gillman is chairman puppeteers, will actually work 
of the Department of Mathe- the puppets and sing and speak 
matics at the University of for them. 
------------------------
Drama Department Announces 
Summer Straw Hat Theatre 
I.C. co-eds will be able to sign 
out for the entire Cornell Spring 
Weekend this year if they regis-
ter at a Cornell fraternity house. 
To qualify for this new privilege, 
Rochester. He received his Ph.D. Other central roles will be 
in mathematics from Columbia played by Sal Mistretta as Marco 
University, studied extensively 
tion traineeship in bacteriology wo~en must complete the fol- at Julliard in music worked in the Magnificent, Judith Lane as A summer straw hat theatre I August, it was announced today 
University of Syracuse, Syra- lowing procedures by. 5:~ p.m. operations research,' and taught The Incomparable Rosalie, with on Martha's Vineyard, sponsored by J. Fred Pritt, assistant pro· 
, N.Y. ~~:ayd ~he m~t th fill D out : at Purdue. He held research Henry R. Mandel as the Ring- by Ithaca College, will present fessor of drama and director of 
1 oe , orm. a e ea~ 0 fellowships from the National master, Elizabeth VanPatten as eight shows during July d the Vineyard Players. 
Womens Office and hand m a Science and Guggenheim Foun- an The Players, all students in 
stamped envelop addressed to dations in 1958-60, and during The Princess Olga, a snake char· Ithaca College's drama depart-
her parents. these two years. served as a mer, Muriel Guattery and Gayle ment, will present theatre-in· 
Other co-eds who will be at- member of the Institute for Ad· Sorrentino as Siameese Twins, the-round productions in the 
d
. th C II OF SPECIAL INTEREST ten mg e ome Weekend, vanced Study. He is an active and Elizabeth Hoerner, Tim school house on School Street, 
but returning to the dorm each specialist in Set Theory and Hicks, Marty Nadler, John Garo- IN THE ITHACAN Oak Bluffs. The school house 
night, may receive special late Rings of Functions. falo, Maria I. Cellario and Mari- THIS WEEK will be known during the sum-
harles Lowe 
o Meet with Jrs. curfews. They may stay out until In tbe spring of last year he I mer as the Schoolhouse Theatre. 
Juniors who will be interested 2 a.m. on Friday and 3 a.m. gave a talk at Ithaca. College on lyn Price as 0ther colorful cir· 'Y There are 14 student members 
graduate school or employ- Saturday if they comply to pro- The Theory of Games. cus types. of the Vineyard Players, who 
ent placement next year _are cedures. The Mathematical Association The dancing ensemble, under Middle East Lecture .... p. 2 will offer legitimate theatre to 
ed to meet with Mr. Lowe Co-eds must register the name of America, with the support of the direction of Professor Ver- ' the island residents for the first 
the Student Union, ~oom 5, 
ednesday, May 11, at 12:15. 
homores who are interested 
of their date and his fraternity the National Science Foundation, Meek Highlights ........ p. 5 time in several years. 
house with the Dean of Women. is sponsoring the lecture by Pro· giu Cornea, includes: Mary Mc- Class Day .................... p. 7 The opening production will 
Before leaving for the fraternity, fessor Gillman of the Depart- Lain, Eve Eveland' Leslie Shreve, , 1 b be A Thurber Carnival by James 
she must hand her permission to ment of Mathematics of the Uni- Kathleen Bishop, Kevin Cotter, Swim C u .................. p. 8 Thurber, during the ;eek start-
the ~ead resident. versity of Rochester. Jeffrey C. Kramer, Dennis 
,__ __________ ---i (Continued on page S) 
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Saturday, May 7 
Calendar oJ Evenis . 
Saturday, M.y 14 
AM-FM DIAL 
Linde Addresses I.C. 
on Mid-East Rivalries 10:00 a.m., Float Parade, down-town 2:00 p.m., Recital, David Van de Bogart, flute, Ford Hall 
auditorium WICB-AM and FM is operated by the students of Ithaca ··r College. General Manager, John VanSoosten; AM program director, t: ~-
Herb Squires; FM program director, Dolores Adamczyk, 
This 
Week 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
WICB TOP TEN Tuesday, May 10 
Last 6:00-Sign-on and News 
Week 6: 15-US Treasury Guest Star-
1 Monday, Monday Anita Kerr Singers 
Mama's and Papa's 6:30-After Dinner Concert-
2 Sloop John B. Bach-Partita No. 4 in D 
Beach Boys 8:00-View from the 33rd floor 
6 Rainy Day Women 8:05-Special: Cancer Crusade-
No. 12 and 35 "Questions and Answers" 
Bob Dylan 8:10-Special: The Addicted 
11 Try Too Hard American-The Flower of the 
Dave Clark Five Mushroom" 
4 Gloria 8:30-The best of new albums-
Shadows of Knight "My Heart Sings" Gordon 1 
7 Leaning on The Jenkins Orchestra-
Lamp Post 9:00-Escapade 
Herman's Hermits 12:00-Sign-off 
3 Good Lovin' Wednesday, May 11 
Young Rascals 6:00-Sign-on and News 
10 Rhapsody in the Rain 6:15-Special: Cancer ·Crusade-
Lou Christie "Leonard Bernstein on Broad-
5 Kicks Paul Revere 
and the Raiders 
15 Message to 
Michael Dionne War-
wick 
way" 
Pick Hit: Paint It, Black Rolling 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Mozart Symphony No. 41 
8:00-View from the 33rd floor 
8:05-ln Touch With Tomorrow 
-"The1 Atom and Early Cop-Stones 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
Friday, May 6 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-Navy Show Case-US Navy 
Band 
per" 
8:15-Show Time - "A 
Thing" 
9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign-off 
Thursday, May 12 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6: 15-Cancer Crusade-Special-
Leonard Bernstein on Broad-
way, part II 
"!! 
•• l' 
ANCIENT ARTS AND CRAFTS h·ave been nvlwcl in lsnel, making 
use of native materlals, and following traclltlonal designs. Although 
peaceful pu~uih are everywhere, there .,.. frequent clashes between 
the l5raeli,-and the Arab peoples nearby, In his color film-lecture 
"Middle East Tinderbox" Richard Linde portrays many apects of 
life In tl:iat highly Inflammable area. 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Mozart-Symphony No. 41 
8:00-Farm Bureau Report 
8:05-ln Touch With Tomorrow 
-"A-squared R-Squared" 
8:15-Show Time-"Hello Dolly" 
9:00-Escapade 
6:30-After Dinner Concert- The Middle East, with its His talk and his film will deal 
Haydn-Symphony No. 96 in D political rivalries, its divisions with Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jor-
8:00-Special-Cancer Crusade- and tensions, will be described don, Israel and Turkey. 
12:00-Sign-off "Cancer and Women" -- by Richard Linde in an illustrated The lecture is one of the 8:10-The Addicted American- Ith c 11 · • E Saturday, May 7 
12:00-Sign-on and News 
Weekend Panorama . 
lecture at aca o ege s g. "World Around Us" series spon-
"The Fruit of the Poppy" bert Union Tuesday evening, sored by the Egbert Union 
8:30-The Best of New Albums May 10 at 8:15. Board. 
12:50-IC Baseball vs. Penn State 
(A) 
-A Taste of Honey" Mr. Linde, who has travelled 
9:00-Escapade extensively in the area, will des- Mr. Linde-, a well known ruaga-
zine writer, holds degrees from 
Drew University, Asbbury Col-
lege and the Harvard Business 
School. During World War II he 
12:00-Sign off 12:00-Sign-off cribe an area that is both a 
Sunday, May 8 
12:00-Sign on and News 
Weekend Panorama 
1:20-Baseball-IC vs. St. Bona· 
Friday, May 13 crossroads of the world and a 
6:00-Sign-on and News tinderbox, politically. He will 
6:15-US Navy showcase - US tell of villages unchanged .in 200 
Navy Band years and modern cities· de· served with the; U.S. submarine 
venture 6:30-After Dinner Concert- signed and constructed for to- fleet in the Pacific as a chap-
6:00-Weekend Panoi:ama 
8:00-Music from Ithaca - IC 
Concert Choir 
Saint-Saens Symphony No. 3 day's needs. lain and later in Shanghai. 
8:30--:,Focal Point 
in C minor 
8:00-Farm Bureau Report 
8:05-In Touch with Tomorrow 
8:15-Show Time-"What Makes 8:45-Report from the Youth 
Center Sammy Run" 
with 9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign-off 
9:00-Al Rosen Top Forty 
guest Steve Baldwin 
12:00-Sign-off 
Monday, May 9 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6: 15-Special: Cancer Crusade-
"This is Leukemia" 
6:30-.After Dinner Concert--
Mendelssohn-Quintet No. 3 in 
D 
8:00-View from the 33rd floor 
8:05-In Touch With Tomorrow 
-"Looking Through Lead" 
8: 15-Show Time 
9:00-Escapade 
12 :00-Sign-off 
BOOL'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
Next to Ithaca Hotel 
215 E. State 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
FREE RIDE 
TO F·lNE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student 'Dinner Special $1.25 
SU.NNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira Road and Meadow St." 
where the GOOD food Is 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
1201 Dryden Rd.- Ithaca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
Make Harold's your headquarters for the 
latest in Casual Wear to make this an 
enjoyable 
SPRING WEEK-END 
Bermuda Shorts .................................. 2.88 & up 
Levis, All Styles .................................. 4.50 & up 
Hip Hugger Bell Bottoms .................... 4.88 
ladies Wrangler Jeans ...................... 3.95 
Campus Sport Shirts ........................... 1.88 & up 
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS FOR YOUR CAMPUS LEISURE 
HOURS AT LOWEST ,PRICES. 
HAROLD'S ARMY NAVY 
106 • 108 N. Cayuga St. 
STORE. 
1:00 p.m., Freshman baseball 
(doubleheader), Oswego, Free-
man Field 
2:00 p.m., Tennis, Brockport 
Sunday, May 8 
2:00 p.m., Tennis, Le Moyne 
2:30 p.m., Varsity baseball, c. 
W. Post, Freeman Field 
1:30 p.m., Baseball (double- Exhibits 
header), St. Bonaventure, Free-
man Field Ithaca College Musecm of Art 
8:15 p.m., Concert, Ithaca Col- -Traveling exhibit from the I 
lege Orchestra, Ford Hall audi- American Federation of Arts, 
torium "Inform and Interpret," contem-
Tuesday, May 10 
3:30 p.m., Varsity and Fresh-
.man track, Cortland, Football 
Field 
8:15 p.m., Lecture, Richard 
Linde, "Middle East Tinderbox," 
Egbert Union Recreation Room 
Wednesday, May 11 
1:00 p.m., Concert, Ithaca Col-
lege Training Band, Ford Hall 
auditorium 
1:00 p.m., Golf, Utica, Newman 
Golf Course 
3:00 p.m., Freshman baseball, 
Syracuse University, N.eeman 
Field 
3:00 p.m., Tennis, Utica 
8:15 p.m., Ithaca Woodwind 
Quintet, Ford Hall auditorium 
Friday, May 13 
3:00 p.m., Freshman baseball, 
Cornell, Freeman Field. 
4:00 p.m., Piano recital, Ford 
Hall auditorium 
porary paintings -and sculpture. 
"The Artist; Visage and Vis. 
ion," photographic portraits of 
many of America's leading ar. 
tists by Marvin Lazarus, from 
Skidmore College. • 
"Creative Arts Workshop," I 
Ithaca College student art in 
variety of media. 
"Primitive Art From Africa, 
Oceania and Latin America," per· 
manent collection. 
Egbert Union Student Lounge 
-"Manhattan," from Museum of 
Modern Art. Lithographs, black 
and white and color, wood cuts 
and etchings, 
Ford Hall Auditorium Lobby-
Primitive Art, Guinea and New 
Guinea Children's paintings, 
Ithaca School District; Pre-
Columbian Pottery Oil paintings, 
8:15 p.m., Recital, chamber Alicia A~er Smith. Water colors, 
music, -Ford Hall auditorium 1Diane McEvily. 
Headquarters lo, all 
SMOKER'S SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
The Peace Corps 
isn't looking 
for Superman. 
Just little· old you. 
The Peace Corps. 
Washington, O.C. 20525 
D Please send me information 
D Please send me an application 
Name _______________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
City ________________ _ 
State ________ Zip Code ____ _ 
"' 
"' !':: 
1 
~ 
u 
... -------------------~ Published as I pu1:mc 1er"1ce ,n coop,,ation with The Adve,1is1ng Council. 5 ft ~ 
PEACE CORPS TEST 
SATURDAY, MAY 14TH 
9:00 A.M . DeWitt Jr. High 
II 
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In 1839, the following confession was published by Josephine 
Amelia Perkins, America's first lady horsethief: "A young woman, 
who, in early life was deservedly esteemed for her exemplary be-
havior, yet for three years last past (friendless and unprotected) had 
been unhappily addicted to a criminal propensity, more singular and 
surprising in its nature (for one of her sex) ~ban can be found on 
. - record; in the commission of which, she has been four times detected, 
fltOTllGIWltlD DYHOfl!j/GRINDI 
twice pardoned on account of her sex, once for reasons of supposed 
insanity, and the fourth and final time, convicted and sentenced to 
two years imprisonment in Madison county jail, Kentucky." 
Miss Perkins began her career in Devonshire, England, by 
stealing a horse from her father to elope to Portsmouth. The elope-
ment, however, was apparently a mistake, because she eventually 
landed in America, alone and penniless. 
Under such circumstances, a poor girl just had to do something. Right? 
Hheingolb Betr 
SUPPORT SPRING WEEKEND 
THEATRE 
(Continued from page 1) 
ing July 5. This will be followed 
by Neil Simon's Come Blow 
Your Horn, on July 12. 
Norman Krasna's Sunday in 
New York will open on July 19. 
The comedy about two French 
criminals, My Three Angels, by 
Sam and Bella Spewack, will 
open on July 26. 
Philip King's farce, See How 
They Run, will open on August 
2, followed on August 9 by The 
Fantasticks, by Tom Jones and 
I 
Harry Schmidt. Dark of the 
Moon, by Howard Richardson 
and William Burney, will be 
given on August 16, 18, 19 and 
20. There will be no performance 
on August 17. 
The concluding offering will 
be Nobody Loves An Albatross, 
Ronald Alexander's farce about 
the television industry, from 
August 23 to August 29. 
The students who will com-
prise the company during the 
two 'month long season are: 
Mary McLain, Barbara Ganbaum, 
Judy Lane, Elizabeth VanPatten, 
Leslie Shreve, Muriel Guattety, 
Betty Hoerner, Jeffrey C. Kram-
er, Gilbert Brand, Martin Nadler, 
Robert Morris, Ronald V. Annas, 
David Burrow, and Duncan Ross. 
Grand Union 
UPIRRO'S" 
ITHACA'S FIRST 
AND ONLY 
PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
at 
THE LOWEST 
PRICES IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
Call AR 2-1950 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHiNG AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
George Atsedes, Your Host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
'66 
RUBECK - GREGORY CONCERT 
FRIDAY 
SEMI-FORMAL DANCE 
SATURDAY 
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MOVIE· REVIEW 
The Ithacan 
bits:_gnd pieces 
· By _S, J, Lenox 
Did you know that one of the 
Deans is President when Dr. D. 
is gone . . ·. that Terry Hulick ~ 
causing a furor . . . that the Jib 
hasn't had any reptile inhabitants 
this week . . . that IC has it all 
over a Fairly Ridiculous Uni-
versity ... that you can be,,in the 
movies if you know guysTn Film 
Production ... that you can help 
produce Narcissus . . . that the 
Tower Dorms are co-ed . . . tliat 
Moving Up Day is 12 May . . . 
that the patrolmen don't know 
the difference between standing 
and parking . . . that we have 
an Art Museum . . . that we're 
still hurt'n for rooks ... that its 
exit 63 for that June 5th party 
in Long Beach ... that IC is in-
by Art Moore -
STRAND THEATRE: "The Group" featuring Candice Bergen, 
Joan :Hackett, Elizabeth Hartmann,.and Shirley Knight. Publish('d weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College 
Editor-in-Chief .. .... .. .. . . . . . .... . . . ... . .. ..... ...... ......... ........ ..... ... .. ... . ... Rene .Burrough 
Managing Editor .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .... .. .... . . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . K. Jeffrey Falkner 
"The Group', .transposes Mary McCarthy,s uninhibited novel 
into a somewhat erratic film which provides new talent with a 
polished production to demonstrate -their abilities. The main 
problem in the Sidney Buchman screenplay is too much novelis-
tic detail was carried over from the book. He retained the detail 
at the loss of much of the flavor. 
Business Manager ........ .. . . ....... ..... . ...... .. . .... ... . .... .... Stephen Feeser 
Ass't Business Manager ............................ .... .. .. .. ...... Stephen Wallace 
Faculty Advisor .. . . ....... ..... ...... ..... . ........... John Mason Potter 
News . ... . .. . ... . Paula Silbey Copy ................................ .. Michael Ollins 
Feature Penny Oswald Copy . . . . . .................... Valerie Rankow 
Sports . . ..... ... .. Bill Goodhue Photography ......... .. Jack Rosenblatt 
Literary . .. . . . ................. P. G. Yorkis Asst. Photography ....... Warren Kyprie 
The original. novel' dealt with eight members of a Vassar 
graduating class (the school is not identified-in the film), with 
most of diem getting close to equal coverage. Th~ writer would 
have dropped one or two of the weaker members. All eight are 
used by some get trampled in the helter.skelter pace-and pos-
sibly in the editing-that the director had to maintain to get -
everything in. The film is still too long. 
Art . . .. ... . . .. .... .. .... . Eric Muller Exchange .................. Stepheb Schiffman 
Advertising ... ... . . .. .. Lois R. Moses Correspondence . . ................ Sue Wayne 
Staff-M. Brate, M. Decherney, L. Friend, W. Gillespie, A. Hyman, K. Johnson, D. 
Kronberg, D. Landmesser, S. Lenox, A. Moore, T. O'Kane, L. Race, B. Revelle, J. 
Sedwin, D. Weingart. 
The Ithacan Office is located in the basement of Dorm 3 on the Ithaca College South 
Hill Campus, Ithaca, Nev.: York. Phone 2~4-3207. The IUtacan is a member of Associated 
Collegiate Press and National Press Service. 
The'story (filmed entirely in New York) concentrates on Kay 
(Joanna Pettet), the first girl to be married and. the one meet-
ing the most tragic end. She and her husband (Larry Hagman) 
have the loniest roles. Yet the characters played by Joan 
Hackett and Jessica Walter, thanks to their performances, regis-
ter as strongly as does Miss Pette,s. Shirley Knight is also 
good as another Group member. 
Advertising call 274 - 3147 - 9 A. M. to 5 P.M. 
Editorial views reflect the consensus of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the 
student body. 
Policy lor Thought 
There are many people in the Co~lege com-__ 
munity that have of late questioned the 
policies of the Ithacan. It was erroneous on our 
part to assume that most people understand 
the general policies of a newspaper and thus 
not to have printed a statement to that nature. 
However before more confusion arises, the 
Editorial' Board would like to clarify their 
position. . 
Firstly a newspaper attempts to pnnt all 
news tha't occurs within a given ~phere. _O~r 
sphere is that of the campus and its admm1s-
tration, faculty, and students. Secondly, _a 
newspaper tries to present so'!le f~ature arti-
cles of general interest about its g1v~n sph_ere 
and relating activities that occur w1thm s1m1lar 
spheres. Both of these categories cover coll~e 
lectures and programs, sports, stu.d~nt act1v1-
ties and new developments or add1t10ns to the 
' . community. . 
Perhaps the most important function _of a 
newspaper after diseminating the facts, 1_s to 
comment on the facts. There are many times 
when all pertinent information is not available 
to each person. Through the various ~onnec-
tions that newspaper staffs have with !he 
policy· makers and leaders of the community, 
more facts become available and more oppor-
tunities for analysis and judgement come with 
time. 
It seems that the Editorial Board of Tke 
Ithacan can perhaps judge some situations 
more clearly in light of knowing people on all 
levels at the College-the administration, the 
faculty, and their fellow ~tudents. Thro~gh 
theif relationships, a working unde~standmg 
can be created. With this understanding, there 
are many topics that can be disc1:1ssed off the 
record. This factor cannot easily be con-
demned as censorship. Rather, this "unofficial" 
knowledge can help newspapers in their-~re~-
entation of the news. The purpose of this 1s 
not to slant the news into horrendous lies but 
rather to give any Editorial Board _the fore-
sight to prepare readers for fo~thcoming facts. 
At times, the "off the record" information h_as 
been necessasy in order to pr~vent gross mis-
statements of persons' characters. 
Fourthly, the Editorial Board is such for 
the purpose of writing e~itorials. 9£ course, 
they take a stand. That 1s the mam p~rpo~e 
of an editorial. Fine, if people agree .. Fme, 1f 
they dont: editorials are supposed. to create 
storms so that interested people will become 
more interested in a given issue and, perhap~, 
disinterested people will assume a new atti-
tude. ~ 
Criticisms of editorials are welcomed by all 
newspapers and most certainly by this paper. 
However it would seem to be to the advantage 
of all if c~iticisms were leveled against opini?ns 
based on facts. Criticising a newspaper policy 
without realizing that sometimes the gene~al 
policy must be changed d~e to extenuat1!1g_cir-
cumstances is at best, foolish. When dev1at1ons 
in the generai rules are necessary in the news-
paper world, the perogative lies alone with the 
Editor who generally." has more access to the 
complete set of facts: ·Perhaps, you will say, 
if only the Editor has the complete_ knowledge, 
then it amounts to press censorship. Yes and 
no. The general welfare of a given sph~re is 
sometimes more important than the ultimate 
truth. When such a decision must be_ made,_ a 
paper should try to arrest any possible mis-
interpretation of what few facts a~e presented. 
And fifthly, Letters to th_e Editor are t~e 
readers' own personal editorials. Therefore,. it 
is a little unwise to condemn a paper for which 
you assume almost equal responsibility. There 
have been very few times to our knowl~dge 
that letters have been censored. At Jhost: times 
there were important and extenuapng circum-
stances that forced the ~oard to retr~at on~e 
step from the liberal att1t~de of allowing cn-
ticism if it is for the ben~f1t of the c~ll~e. We 
are not always happy with that dec1s~o~, but 
decisions must he made on fact. And 1t 1s en-
tirely possible that not every person knows the 
straight story, 
vading Washington this summer 
In conclusion, the Board would like to reaf- · · · that Bob Lorenz's parade 
firm its position .9f welcoming all opinions and 1s tomorrow ... that Winter 
letters to the Editor. Questioning and crit- Weekend has been rescheduled 
icizing in the proper light will prove beneficial for the 6th, 7th and 8th ... that 
t? the College community. W~ would appre- Dr. Emory is looking for an Eng-
c1ate our readers understanding though of . · 
Candice Bergen, as Lakey, the ambisextrous leader of the 
Group, has- a somewhat unclear characterization. Her few scenes 
at the beginning and end of the film do not match the impor-
tant billing she receives. It appears that her role was trimmed 
somewhat-strange because Buchman included many stronger 
incidents from the novel, with completely adult dialogue, makmg 
a watered.down role both puzzling and di;sappointing. 
what editorials are and what the general hsh _bulldog ' .. that Dean Clark 
policy is. For the few exceptions that have belongs to the Mean Deans As-
been made, the immediacy and necessity of the sociation ... that the statues are 
same were far greater than any possible ques- on the way ... that Ute Destruc-
tioning would suggest. . tive Gentlemen of Dorm 12 are 
Salt~y Patrol 
at it again . . . that the clocks 
are still one hour off . . . that 
the City of Ithaca lent the .school_ 
a dust-distributor . . . that the 
The · male characters are generally proficient, due primarily 
to their original com;eption by Miss McCarthy. Hal Holbrook, 
as Miss Knight's lover, just mana~es to keep a shallow role 
from becoming ridiculous. Mary-Robin Reed,s Pokey is a 
nothing part that might have been wisely eliminated. Supporting 
roles, coming mostly from Broadway actors, are all good. Few 
films can claim such a fantastic source for their supporting play-
ers- the quality is obvious. 
Certain complaints regarding the Caf!lpus 
Safety Patrol have been brought to the atten- South Hill Magazine's deadline is 
tion of the Editorial Board, and we feel that 
certain conditions that exist cannot be over-
soon . . . . that there were elec-
tions for Student Body Secre-
taries Wed ... that American 
Lit students are hurt'n . . • that 
Sidney Lumet's direction is his best to date. His use of New 
York backgrounds are beautifully photographed by Boris Kauf-
man. A too frequent -reprise of the Group,s school song is an-
noying and is only occasionally appropriate, as at the very 
end. 
looked. 
The point in question regards an incident 
which occurred last week, in which it took the 
campus patrol over an hour to respond to an PLC racing team won 8 trophies 
emergency call. After a brief inves_!!gation the with three cars last Swr. .. that 
followin~ facts were brou~ht out. The attend-
"The Group" will be most rewarding to those who have not 
read the McCarthy novel, but even those who have· will enjoy 
meeting some talented, but unfamiliar actresses, most of whom 
should be very well known a year hence. · 
the Beach Boys weren't so good, 
ant on uty received a ca l explaining that an 
"FROM TH_E MAILROOM" 
by Steve Schiffman 
officer was needed for an emergency. The at- but the Navy Training Films that 
tendant turned on the transmitter which Dennis Wilson copped were good 
merely transmits a buzzing signal to the offi- . . . that Roger Abelson placed 
cer, and the officer on duty must call the 3rd in the Canadian National 
office to obtain the necessary information re-- BP.idge·Tournament and has been 
garding the signal. · 
On this particular night, as on other nigh!:s, selected as an alternate for the 
the receiving device was out of order. Th~ U.S. Bridge Team. , • that the 
patrolman on duty had no idea that he was last blizzard is yet to come •• , 
being called. T~is is not the first ~i~e the de· that girls in the high rise are 
vice has been inoperable, nor will 1t be the winning records listening to Al 
It was 7:55 a.m. and Tom was hurrying to his first class of 
the day. As he walked down the hall, he saw many people. 
Everyone greeted Tom as he passed: 
"HeJlo, Tom," said Mary (she wanted to say, "Go to hell.) 
"Hi there, Tom," med Alan. (He wanted to say, "drop . 
dead".) -
last. -- Ro S d "ght that The Editorial Board calls on the Adminis• sen on un ay m · · · 
tration to rectify the situation. The Safety Dean Noun was a student at the 
Division operates on a budget, and this budget CCFL Conference. 
seems inadequate. If thousands of dollars can 
be spent on an Art Museum for "public im-
As I See It 
age," why can't the administration spend a few 
hundred on reliable equipment, such as a two-
way radio so that the safety of the Ithaca 
College studest can be considered a "safe" Dear Administration: 
thing, instead of a ."c~U and pr~'. situatioi:i. As l See It each year my par-
This particular mc1dent was not as serious $3000 f d ti 
as it was first thought to be but with a little ents pay or_ my e uca . on . 
foresight on the part of the administration a 'l feel that $3000 gives me a nght 
serious catastrophe could be avoided. to criticize what I do c,r don't get 
The Pub and Mugs 
Do the. students remember when we had 
mugs at the pub? The Editorial Board doe.s, 
and now the board misses the glass containers 
that was so essential to the flavor and at-
mosphere of the establishment. . 
It might be interesting to note that the pn-
mary cause of the withdrawal of the mugs is 
due to the insufficient· number of mugs that 
are remaining out of the original 2700. The 
amount spent on these mu~s is about $9CX>. 
What has happened to all the mugs. A few, 
numberiilg no more than 300, have been 
broken. The rest have been removed from the 
area by students. This means that the student 
body is now in possession of over 2300 mugs. 
The college refuses to purchase more only to 
have them "borrowed" at a rate of 500 mugs 
a month. . 
The Editorial Board would therefore Ith to 
suggest a possible solution to the situation. We 
feel the college. should order 2700 mugs, and 
either issue them to students, or sell them to 
the students at cost. With these mugs distrib-
ute initials and/or greek lette.rs as mugs are 
passed out. This way_ eac~ person would have 
his own mug to do Wtth as he pleased. 
in return. 
It is . quite 'true that when I 
came to Ithaca College I was 
aware of the rules and regula-
tions, but when I am told that 
students have no right to com-
plain since they were aware of 
the rules before attending LC., I 
became enraged. The majority 
of times students are complai9ing 
about policies that are not in the 
Blue and Gold, such as arbitrary 
punishment of violations:-
There are countless things that 
idealistic freshmen have not been 
informed of and do not expect. 
For instance, there is little or no 
coordination among departments, 
the final exam schedule allows 
students to take several exams on 
one day, there is an inadequate 
supply of books in the library, the 
library itself is like a steam bath, 
and cheating is taken care of dif-
ferently by each department. 
Of course there is always the other solution 
of raising the student fees to cover the cost of 
stolen mugs. Then again paper cups don't need 
to be washed, do they? 
We do however recommend to the student 
body, and the admi!1istration to consider the 
first proposal regarding the_ mugs We feel that 
it is a worthwhile suggestion that should be 
looked into. 
I would like to point out that 
these gripes are about academic 
affairs. I have been under the 
assumption that a college's pri-
mary purpose is to provide for 
education. 
Puzzled, 
Susan Wayne 
'' ,morning, Tom," said Nancy. (She wanted to tell him to fly 
a kite.) -
"How are you?" asked Lew. (He could care less.) 
"Good to see you, Tom," ";aid !rv. (No, it wasn,t he thought.) 
"Hello, Tom," said yalerie. (She hated him.) 
"Good morning," shouted Emily. (It was a horrible morn-
ing.) -
~"How you doin'?" asked ~am. (It didn't ma~ter at all.) 
"Hi, Tom," called Alfred. ("Oo to hell," he thought.) 
"Good morning,· Tom," said ~is. ( She meant it.) 
"Hi there, Tommy-boy," shouted Oscar. (Tommy-boy should 
drop dead.) -
"Good to see ya; Tom," said ~eil. (It wasn't.) 
"Hi, Tom," said !d. (Tom is a jerk, he thought.) 
Tom turned. towards The class room. As he entered, he smiled 
to himself. He had so many friends. 
THE WORD ON S.G. 
by Howard T, Reben 
The election is over and this 'time of year has been tradi· 
tionally reserved for an evaluation· of that event. Although the 
hue and cry of apathy has resounded on the pages of the Ithacan 
before, there might be a reason for that apathy. Rather than 
pointing a scornful finger at the student body, it may be more 
fruitful to examin~ Jh.e f~.1:!~~. .... -
First let's check the coid statistics of voting behavior. 
1962-52% ofthe student body voted 
1963-49% 
1964-44% 
1965-....:..( uncontested executive committee) 
1966-33% 
The obvious fact that emerges from the foregoing statistics 
is that participation and interest in student government is on 
the decrease. Why? Is it because the administration has refused 
to accept some of student governments more progressive ideas 
which has led to frustration? Is it due to machine politics.? Is th 
real cause just that the students don,t care? 
I picked a few students at random and asked the question: 
"Why is interest in student givemment decreasing?" The answ 
I received were remarkably similar and are typified by the sta 
ment from Butch Riseley (Bus.1969): "If you-are not interest 
in student government it ·does not effect you, Studying is mo 
important and others· will take care of it. Furthermore no on_ 
really knows exactly what is happening because it is not publi 
cized enough.,, _ 
Lett•rs to the Editor do not necessarily refl•ct the opinions of the 
Edltorlel Board. The Ithacan wlll print 111 signed letten, providing 
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Greek Highlights 
· ihat they are not obscene, for we respect our readen right to ex• 
press their opinions. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
The Alpha Omega Chapter of 
AE Rho, the National Honorary 
Fraternity is pleased to an-
nounce the initiation of its new 
members. Ernie Sauer has been 
elected for a full membership, 
while Mr. John Keshishoglou, 
and Mrs. Marjehene Hoefer have 
received associate memberships. 
At the recent elections the fol-
lowing officers were chosen to 
lead the fraternity in the coming 
term: 
The Executive Committee of the Inter Fraternity Council 
was elected on Tuesday, May 3, during a regular meeting of 
IFC. The meeting was chaired by outgoing President Lance 
McKee of Delta Sigma Pi. 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Epsilon Chapter of Sigma 
Alpha Iota recently installed its 
new officers. They are: ·Dear Editor: of personal op1mon, in order to 
make it available to the college 
commuuity, indicative of a re-
grettable departure from the 
lthacan's stated policy? 
Despite the efforts of the "in-
fluential" persons. on campus, I 
was pleased to see the student 
body evaluate the platforms and 
vote with an open and rational 
mind, disregarding the many 
prejudiced articles which were 
Edna· Jacobson 
Bill Thayer of Delta Kappa was elected president. This year President-Liz Spann 
Thayer served as Vice President. The newly elected Vice Presi- Vice President-Margaret Mac-
cl · Sk Donncll ent 1s eet Seacord of Rho Mu Theta. Seacord organized the. 
IFC Blood Drive this year. The Treasurer is Tom Pendick of Recording Secretary - Elaine l\Ierrey 
Delta Sigma Pi. Bob Harvey of Sigma Alpha Nu is the Coun-published in the past few Dear Editor: 
1·; 1thac_an1. Earlier this week, I had occas-
ion to spend a few hours in the 
Student Lounge of the Egbert 
Union. Granted, spring is upon 
us and a young couple's thoughts 
are on each other, but the Stu-
dent Lounge is not the place 
for the lavish and affectionate 
.1, Corresponding Secretary 
c1 s representative to Student Congress. The new secretary 1s Paula Yerger 
Paula Yerger of Sigma Alpha Iota. 
d 
It is very comforting, ipdeed, 
to think that students could 
evade the barrage of prejudice 
surrounding them and vote sen-
sibly. Much credit goes to the 
student body . . . Congratula-
tions! enactment of these thoughts. If 
President-Debi B. Fortune 
Vice President-Noel Kendall 
Treasurer-Steve Martin 
Recording Secretary - John 
Von Soosten 
Recording Secretary 
Samuel 
Anita 
Steve 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
The brothers of Phi Epsilon 
Kappa recently held their elec-
tions for the year 1966: 
President: Michael Stein 
Vice President: Kenneth 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
Janet Turchette these students do not have 
enough respect for their fellow 
students, they might open their 
IFC Representative 
Schiffman 
Social Chairman-Fred 
thal 
Eisne- Adams 
The newly reinstalled Lambda 
chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon held 
its second initiation and installa-
tion of officers on April 24, 1966 
in Ford Hall. New initates of 
the sorority are Fay Belknap, 
Carol Bennett, Julie Green, Beth 
Kochenour, Elizabeth Poplawski, 
and Eileen Rose. Officers in-
clude: 
Dear Editor: 
. The alleged policy of the 
Ithacan is - to "print all signed 
letters, provided that they are 
not obscene." It has come to my 
attention that a signed letter 
which was not obscene was re-
fused publication in last week's 
Ithacan. Neither the author nor 
the faculty member referred to 
in this letter objected to its pub-
lication. 
Mimeographed copies of the 
letter were circulated through-
out the school. Isn't this instance 
of a faculty member having to 
mimeograph his signed statement 
eyes (during a fond ·embrace), 
and at least notice that parents 
and other adult members of the 
community are often on campus, 
especially in the Union itself. 
The Union ·is for everyone, yet, a 
few inconsiderate students have 
earmarked it for their private 
use. 
Have all students lost respect 
for each other and their school? 
No, just those with the amorous 
appenditures. Obviously, by their 
actions, they do not care about 
any possible consequences which 
may arise. 
Jessica Kovner 
by Paul Graka,m Y orkis and Barbara Revelle 
This week Higgledy is printing some of his own work. The first 
is a poem which asks a question which we all should be able to 
answer. 
THINKING 
Don't think! 
Try not to think 
For maybe, ten minutes ... 
longer if your able. 
Now try ..• 
Don't think about-
war 
love 
money 
sleep 
work 
time 
nature 
God 
Now try ..•.•.. ,. 
What's left? 
Only yourself-
Historian - librarian - Ernie 
Sauer 
Profesional Coordinator - Jen-
nifer Beal 
Chaplain-Miles T. Killoch 
Sgt. at Arms-Jessica Savitch 
There bas been increased ex-
citement within the Fraternity 
after the National Convention 
held a few weeks ago. Many 
tdeas are now being worked on 
which should add to the respon-
sibilities of the group. A ban-
quet is being held for Prof. 
Royal Colle, Department Chair-
man, and AERho advisor, over 
Spring Weekend. Most of the 
fraternity is expected to attend. 
A float has been constructed 
and will be entered in the Float 
parade tomorrow. 
Gamma Delta Pl 
Gamma Delta Pi, social service 
sorority, has elected its officers 
for the following year. The offi-
cers will be installed later this 
month. 
The officers are: President, 
Susan Wayne; Vice President, 
Susan Goodfriend; Treasurer, 
Mary Pat Jeutter; Recording Sec-
retary, Judy Kerbel; Correspond-
ing Secretary, Barb Singer; 
Pledgemistress, Rene Burrough; 
IFC Representative, Sue Lenox; 
· Social Chairman, Janet Hogo-
boom; Chaplain Karen Ostby; 
and Sargeant at Arms, Jean 
Cavallaro. 
Phi Delta Pi 
perhaps that's a good beginning. 
This second poem is a release of emotion written 
read an article about the war in Viet Nam. 
after I 
Secretary: Wayne Kuler 
Treasurer: Robert Schaltz 
House 
Smith 
President: William 
Guide: Robert Congdon 
President-Susan Kreish~r 
Vice President-Beth Kochen-
our 
Historian: William Horne Recording Secretary- Lauren 
Activities Chairman: Donald Entler 
Howell Corresponding Secretary-Lau-
rie Rosenthal Social Chairmans: Steven Hy-
man and Raymond Fell Treasurer-Anne Case 
Sargeant at Arms: Larry La Alumnae Secretary-Chaplain _ 
Febre Carol Bennett 
Phi Mu Alpha 
On Monday night, April 25, 
Delta Chapter of Phi M~ Alpha 
Sinfonia, National Music ,Fra-
ternity of America, elected Ken 
Brown as its new Pledge Master 
for 1966-67. A new office of 
Music Librarian was formed and 
Ross French elected to the post 
for 1966-67. 
Last Sunday, May l, in Ford 
Hall Auditorium, Delta Chapter 
presented its annual American 
Music Concert. 
A note of interest: A graduate 
of Ithaca College, Major Arnold 
Gabriel, Commander of the 
United States Air Force Band, 
which appeared here last week, 
was president of Delta Chapter 
in 1949. 
Pi Theta Phi 
On April 30 at the Sunnyside 
Restaurant, Pi Theta Phi held its 
annual banquet. The fraternity 
was quite fortunate in having 
Mr. Robert Ayres, R.l>.T. as the 
guest speaker. Mr. Ayres is a 
member of the State Board of 
Medical Examiners, and he spoke 
to us on the proposed changes 
in the licensor program. 
Historian-Julie Green 
Warden-IFC rep . ..:...Fay Belknap 
Chorister-Virginia Knowles 
The sisters are 'planning an 
open house recital on May 12 at 
7:00 in the choral rehearsal room 
in Ford Hall. The program will 
consist of a Vivaldi bassoon 
Concerto, a Mendelsohn horn 
Concerto, a vocal Bath du~t ac-
companied by two violins and 
cello, and vocal selections by 
Brahms and Puccini. All are in-
vited to attend. 
Sigma Alpha Eta 
Treasurer-Joanne Pritzlaff 
Assistant 
Yoerg 
Treasurer - Janet 
Chaplain-Debbie Marshall 
Editor-Marilyn Lansberry 
On Sunday, April 24, the fol-
lowing sisters were initiated: 
Andrea Dolgas-0rgan 
Gail Franklin-voice 
Jean Hayes-voice 
Margaret Hinton-0rgan 
Jennifer PePrrin-clarinet 
Martha McCool-French horn 
Gingeo Merry-saxaphone 
Lee Orr-flute 
Sharon Wolf-trumpet 
Following initiation, the new 
members were guests at the ini-
tiation banquet .held at Joe's 
Restaurant. After the banquet 
the new members entertained 
the rest of the sisters by sing-
ing and performing a skit. 
The Chapter wishes to con-
gratulate Margaret Hinton on 
being selected the Best Pledge. 
She was presented with an EAI 
recognition pin for the honor. 
On Monday evening, April 25, 
Sigma Alpha Iota presented an 
informal recital of American 
music in the choral rehearsal 
room. 
The following sisters have pre-
sented recitals in the last bl.onth: 
Vergie Lee, voice; Valerie Boyce, 
voice; Margaret Burg, flute. 
Sherry Abrams will play a flute 
recital on Saturday, May 7 at 
2:00 p.m. Linda von Knoblauck, 
Paula Yerger and Martha McCool 
have played on recent student re-
citals. 
Sigma Alpha Iota wishes to 
thank Mrs. Jane Bergen, our 
faculty advisor for the past year. 
Our faculty advisor for next 
year is Mrs. Lucille Baker. 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
:d THE WILLOWS WEEP 
The world will cry eternally. 
Four sisters of Phi Delta Pi, 
and four brothers of Phi Epsilon 
Kappa administered the Tomp-
kins County Physical Fitness 
test on Wednesday, April 27. 
The test was held at 7 p.m. at 
the Ithaca High School Gym. 
Such fitness items as push-ups, 
sit-ups, chin-ups, squat-thrusts, 
leg-lifts, the long jump and the 
shuffle-run were included on the 
test. The boy and girl winners, 
both from Lansing Central 
School will attend the Section 
IV Fitness Test next week. The 
winner of the sectionals will 
compete in the intersectionals at 
West Point later in the spring, 
At the banquet the following 
spring initiates received their 
sheep skins: Linde Chapin, Mari-
lyn De Flavius, Nancy Emery, 
Pam Ferguson, Ann Gillen, 
Diane Golub, Mary Jane Harris, 
Marsha Hill, Martha Johnson, 
Bill Lee, Richard Puleo, Judy 
Schaufeld, Gerri Schkurman, 
Rhoda Schnitzer, Sunny Stamler, 
Meridith Stoddard, Susan Strat-
ton, David Van Brunt, and Jane 
Vcelka. 
Sigma Alpha Eta, the profes-
sional speech and hearing fra-
ternity held their annual initia-
tion and banquet at the College 
Spa, Wed. May 4. The members 
are proud to announce that 
twenty girls were initiated as 
Keys, the highest level of mem-
bership in Sigma Alpha Eta. 
These girls are Sandra Ahrens, 
Jane Benson, Susan Berkowitz, 
Tina Berman, Marilyn Condon, 
Diane Davies, Susan Eby, Leslie 
Goldin, Amy Hochstein, Lynda 
Hoff, Rita Hoffman, Susan 
Jawetz, Joanne Mass, Sibyl Mc-
Innerney, Penny Oswald, Kath-
leen Pini, Rita Sohn, Vicki 
Rubin, Natalie Waterman and 
Susanna Wilcox. The Associate 
Initiates were Barbara · Blum, 
Marilyn Czitrom, Norman Dia-
mond, Roberta Epstein, Patricia 
Fox, Karen Ostby, aren Pachter, 
Raye Simon and Mary Anne 
Veltz. 
Sigma Alpha Nu anticipates 
quite a successful Spring Week-
end, thanks to Social Chairman 
Lanny Schwartz. Friday evening, 
before the concert, a champagne 
party will be held at Toboggan 
Lodge. A rock dance follows the 
concert with music provided by 
The Gonads. 
Ii-
he 
an 
an 
,re 
Because of war and hunger and inequality. 
Man forgets -about 
other man, 
about God, 
and about flowers. 
The sounds of nature go unheard. 
When the world crys, volcanoes erupt 
and all the willows weep. . 
This final piece of prose was written by an I.C. student get-
b!)g ready for Spring Weekend. 
On_;r~p~;;-- a· time there was a gruesome shrew who lived all 
one in Brooklyn. Every day she stood in her kitchen and made 
hole bushels of yellow pudding and very good wooden· sugar 
okies, in the shapes of crows, goats, and snow flakes. Her 
Those administering the 
Women's test were: Carol Nanna, 
Carol Spier, Retta Richmond, and 
Peggy Noon. Those administer-
ing the Men's test were: Jan 
Beijer, Marty Sears, Verdelle 
Payne, and Dan Amendola. 
The test was under the di-
rection of former J.C. graduate, 
Daryl Waterman, now an instruc-
tor in Physical Education at 
Ithaca High School. 
Next years officers were also 
initiated. These are: 
Madeline Rouder-President 
The new officers were also Tina Berman-Vice-President 
inducted. Pat Ritchen is the Joanne Mass-Recording Secre-
President, Bill Kenworthy the tary 
Vice President, Dee Foose the 
Treasurer, Connie Reed the Cor- Susan Berkowitz-Correspond-
responding Secretary, and Carol ing Secretary 
Weiner the Recording Secretary. Susan Jawetz-Treasurer 
The Fraternity plans to round 
off its year of activities with The members would like to 
Spring Institute to be held May congratulate the new initiates 
14. l into Sigma Alpha Eta. 
Brother Bob Woodill, assisted 
by Andy Appel, is in charge of 
the construction of Sigma Nu's 
"Animal Circus on Wheels" float. 
The traditional I.C. Float Parade 
will be televised over WICB-TV 
and will be produced and di· 
rected by Art Moore, President 
of Sii;ma Alpha Nu. Following 
the parade, the brothers will 
proceed to a steak barbecue. 
After the Spring Weekend 
semi-formal dance a party featur-
ing the Mojos from 9-1 will 
complete the weekend festivities 
for the brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Nu. 
rdeal produced horrible but flawless mellow things which every-
ne in Ohio choked and moaned about. They were enou,di to ill a horse. One day when the shrew was walking in the torest --------------------------------------------------
uring a terrible storm, she found a soft, lost, orphan, wrapped 
a shawl, behind an old morbid corn talk. She called the or-
han Joe and brought him to her house. Then, she sawed off his 
ws below the toe so he could blow his nose without scratching 
· self. When Joe got older he never obeyed but never was 
lded because he was an awesome oaf who fought his foe so 
ell he boasted how he broke their bones. One day the gruesome 
rew left a package of wooden sugar cookies on a coffin in the 
use when she went out to find another orphan. She did leave 
note but Joe cool dnot read. Well, Joe at all the wooden sugar 
· kies, moaned most of the day, went into a coma and passed 
ay. . . 
The moral: Sticks and oafs will break your bones, and wooden 
ar cookies will harm them. 
<Jlemembel" 
,•, 
I 
\ 
·{. 
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Musical Notes Analysis of A ·Typical· Coed 
coNCERT Editor1s Note: The following is taken from 11Corn Shucks," a publication 
Training Band , f h U • • f lllii...l b k 
Amparito Roca .. . . o t e n1vers1ty o r1111e ras a ..................... J a1me Texidor 
Prometheus Overture ... 
Arr. Aubrey Winter 
.............. Beethoven 
Arr.. Clifford Banes 
Canzona .................................. "'· Peter Mennin 
Freshman Sopohomore Junior Senior 
b M M k She blushes at naughty jokes. Pictur~s at an Exhi ition .... Tr~~-s~~i-bed EritL~i~~e~ 
She smiles at naughty jokes. She laughs at naughty jokes. She tells naughty jokes. 
Promena.de 
Tuileries 
Bydlo 
Catacombs 
Cum Mortis Lingua 
Hut of tke Baba-Yaga 
The Great Gate of Kiev 
. FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Wednesday, May 11, 1966 
1:00 P.M~ 
RECITAL 
William Payne 
Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109 .............. Beethoven 
Vi71ace, ma non troppo; Adagio esj>ressivo; Tempo I; 
Adagio espressivo; Tempo pritmo. 
Prestissimo 
Theme and Variations: 
Andante molto cantabile ed espres.sivo 
Var. I M olto espressivo 
Var. II Leggi.eramente 
Var. IV Nn poco meno andan.te cio e un pi,u 
adagio come il tema 
Var. V Allegro ma non troppo 
Var. VI Tempo Primo del tema 
She says, "Oh, please stop that." 
She wants to marry a football 
player. 
She thinks a college · education 
leads to things social, cultural, 
and academic . 
She says, "0h, please stop." She says, "Oh, please." , She says "Oh." · 
. . 
She wants to marry a movie star. She wants to marry a capitalist. She·wants to marry ·a man. 
\I 
She thinks a college education She thinks a college education She thinks a college education 
leads to things social and cul- leads to things social. leads to things. 
tural. · 
She reads "What Every Girl She reads ''How to Win Friends She reads "The Art of Love." . She reads "The Care and Feeding 
Should Know" and Influence People." of Infants." 
She won't date a boy who has She won't date a boy who just had She won't date a boy who has had She won't date a boy unless he 
ever bad a drink. a drink. over one drink. · drinks. 
She thinks things learned in col- She thinks things learned in col- She thinks things· learned in col- She thinks things learned in col-
lege leave one intelligent. lege leave one fairly intelligent. lege leave . one intelligent lege leave one. 
, enough. 
She tells her mother everything. She tells her roommate every- She tells her diary everything. 
thing. 
She thinks all boys are nice. She thinks some aren't nice. She thinks most aren't nice. 
She drinks cokes on a date. She drinks pink ladies on a date. She drinks highballs on a date. 
She doesn't tell a damn thing. 
She thinks none are nice. 
She drinks anything, anytime, 
anywhere. 
Romance in F Major, Op. 118, No. 5 ................ Brahms 
lntennezzo in A Major, Op. 118, No. 2 ............... Brahms J D h N ed 
BaJlade in A-fl~t Major, Op. 47 ..................... Chopin ayne eart am 
Smte Pour le Piano ................................ Debussy 
f;:~i:!~e Phi EK Weekend Queen 
Toccata 
Junior Professional Recital, presented in partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the degree, Bachelor of Music. 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Friday, May 6, 1966 
4:00 P.M. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Sherry A,brams, Flute 
Betsey Halsey, Piano 
assisted by 
Mr. George Andrix, Violin . Kenneth Brown, Violin 
David Becker, Viola David Howard, Violoncello 
Suite in A minor for Flute and Strings 
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) 
Ouverture 
Les Plamrs 
Air a f/ta/ien, 
Menuetl and II 
Rejouirsance 
Passe,pi,ed I and II 
Polonaife 
Mr. George Andrix, Violin David Becker, Viola 
Kenneth Brown, Violin David Howard, Violoncello 
Betsey Halsey, Piano 
Sonate Vin C Major for Flote und Klavier (K.V.14) 
Allegro 
Allegro 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1971) 
M enuetto primo 
Men.uetto secondo 
Sonate fur Flote und Klavier ( 1936) ......... Paul Hindemith 
Heiter bewegt 
Sehr langsam 
Sehr lebhaft-M arsch 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Saturday, May 7, 1966 
2:00 P.M. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
... 
HICKEY'S .. 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2·2222 
FREE DalYERY 
Jayne Dearth 
A&W DRIVE IN 
Fish Sandwich 25c 
323 Elmira Rd. 
Ithaca 
Charles B_oykin's 
Body Shop 
Racllatori-Body Work-Gian 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
----------- ----------- ';.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-:..,-' 
The 
Pastry Shop 
IS THINKING 
SPRING WEEKEND 
BUY YOUR BAKl;D 
GOODS HEREI 
113 N. Aurora St. 
hhaca 
GET UP 
The Hill this weekend, to 
the Triphammer Shopping 
Center ••• see what's new 
in SPORTSWEAR at 
COUNTRY 
COUSINS, INC. 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
For a combination 
of good food 
and pleasant 
atmosphere 
116 N. Aurora Street 
Ithaca 
The brothers of Phi E K have 
announced Miss Jayne Dearth, a 
sophomore P.T. from Huntington, 
as Phi EK's Spring Weekend 
Queen. She will attend all the 
functions "'of the weekend and 
ride in the parade as Miss Phi 
HAL'S 
309 E. State 
Planning a Spring 
Weekend Picnic? 
OUR SPECIALTIES 
Triple Decker Sandwiches 
Cheese Blintzes 
Potato Pancakes 
OPEN 6 A.M. - 8 P.M. 
TUESDAY - -SUNDAY 
Delivery by T~xi 
273-7765 
McDONALD'S NEW 
.FILET 
'0 
FISH 
T,y this McDonold'a aclu-
M In good eating-ywre 
-- to agree II'• the best 
.. ,andwkh Clll')'wta... 
ONLY 29 CENTS 
McDonalds•·• 
364 Elmira Rd. 
lthaco 
Part-time Help Wanted 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection ·of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
Ithaca College Clan Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2· 1810 
Open Fri. 1111 9:00 p.m. 
FREE GAS 
Frank Hammer 
Wffkly Drawing for 5 GA!llons of Ga 
· AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Corner of GrNn and Cayuga) 
AR 2•2600 
Every clollar spent gives you a chance to this speclal offer 
for IC students. 
What -W,1' •II -w.- Guaranhe 
This Week's Wining Ticket - 019853 
5. Gtllona of Gu-FREEi 
. . 
Here Is The Newest Honda 
JHE CM91 
STYLE: Similar to the favorite • HONDA 50 
SIZE: Slightly larger than the 50 - more power. Big 90 CC 
engine with automatic clutch. 
SPEED: 59 miles per hour. WEIGHT: 185 lbs. . 
COLORS: red - black • white 
HONDA 50 ease-of-handling • HONDA 90 power 
SEE AND TEST DRIVE THE NEW CM 91 AT 
HONDA 
I HONDA OF C CENTRAL NEW YORK ! 
I 502 W. State Street Wa~ns Road l I Ithaca, N.Y. Millport, N.Y. I I Phone ·(607) 272-4968 (607) 739-2150 I 
----------~-----------~-~------~--------~---· 
WICB News ummerJobs The Physical Education Place-
ment Office has made available 
some information for summer 
employment. Most of the jobs 
are in the area of camp counsel-
ing, but others are available. The 
employment locations include, 
among other places, Colorado, 
Michigan, California, and Europe 
The camps are looking for all 
types of counselors-piano, dance, 
arts and crafts, and swimming 
All interested students are to see 
Mrs. Kerwin in Room 11. 
The 15th Annual Spring Week-
end Float parade will be tele-
cast by WICB TV, Cable Channel 
2, on Saturday, May 7th at 9:45 
3.m. About 16 floats have been 
entered by organizations at 
Ithaca College, in the traditional 
When you tune into your fav-
orite TV show, you see the 
final results of hours of work 
spent by many people. Recently, 
WICB TV presented the STORY 
OF DIXIELAND JAZZ, featuring 
the MUSKRAT RAMBLERS. Al-
most 30 students, filling such 
capacities as lighting, camera-
man, sound, staging, and, of 
course, directing. These pictures 
illustrate television behind the 
scenes. 
event. Debi Fortune and Art 
Gibson will narrate as the floats 
move up Buffalo Street. Art 
Moore will direct and produce 
this special event. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·--· 
.. 
,; 
When school's out, 
get in on a good deal. 
. . 
TWA 50/50 Club. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
. €j . • ....il#A 5/J. ,,.11 llfl!J/I Present this application to anr TWA office. Or mail to: • : I.,,,. '/. v•v ~ P. 0. Box 700, Times Square Station, New York, N. Y. 10036 : 
• • 
• M • 
• r. • 
. ~ ~~~~~------. • l. MiSS---------=--------- e
• •  3. Home Addres,s_ __________ c,ty, ____ state---Zip Code__  
• • 
• 4. School orOccupation--------------Classof------- • 
• • 
• • • 5. PROOF OF AGE Check type of proof submitted with this application. Send photostat, not original, with mailed • 
• application. O Birth Certificate O Driver's License D Draft Card D School Record O Passport • 
• • 
: Other (specify)_________________________ : 
• • • 6. Color of hair 7. Color of eyes,_______ • 
• • 
: 8. Enclose $3.00: 0 Check O Money Order (Not refundable. DO NOT MAIL CASH.) ,. . , : 
: Make check or Money Order payable to Trans World Airlines, Inc. w.::~=."'4' m·wl' ... + : 
..., • d•,,.IHl•n .,.i7,;~ e 
• •  9. Signature,__________________  
• • • • • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
TWA eo,eo Olub 11 not avallabla on Novamber 28, ~ovamber 27, Docombet 1'5 thro1.1gh 24, 1868, and January 2 through 4, 1987. 
½ off for travel in the USA! Going home or just going places, you can get 
50% off the regular Jet Coach fare in the U.S. when you fly TWA. As 
long as you're under 22, you're on-most any day of the year except a few 
holiday peak-travel periods. Seats are on a stand-by basis-but service 
includes everything: meals, movies and music, depending on the flight. 
Here's all you do: fill out the application, prove your age, pay $3 for an 
ID card. Call your nearest TWA office-and we'll make it easy. 
We're y:our kind of airline. 
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Hillel Elects • Faculty Flunks Rho Mu Theta New Off ,cers · 
Class Day To Be 
Held May 12 
BEER BELLIES 
EDGE FACULTY 
On Thursday, May 5, Hillel held 
its last meeting of the year. Instal-
lation of officers was the main 
order of business. The following 
people are the new officers: Rita 
Sohn, president; Alan Hyman, 
vice president; Cynthia Tackel, 
secretary; and Lee Ruff, treas-
urer. 
Class Day will be held on Last Saturday at Stewart Park 
Thursday, May 12 in the Egbert the "Science Faculty Flunkers" 
Union Recreation Room in the were edged by the "Rho Mu 
Hillel is sponsoring a dance on 
May 21 called the "Last Dance." 
Details will be available later. 
· Plans for the coming year were 
discussed, including a brunch for 
incoming Freshmen during the 
first week and the annual brunch 
on Parents' Weekend. Several 
dances and movies are also 
planned. 
evening. 
Class Day is an annual event at 
which the newly elected Execu-
tive Committee assumes office. 
Each class moves up a year and 
girls receive the next year's cur-
fews with the exception of pres-
ent Juniors. 
At the Class Day ceremonies, 
Theta Beer Bellies'" in the first 
annual beer-softball game. 
The "Flunkers" h,ad a decisive 
12 run lead during the first inn-
ing ~ue to the superb pitching 
of Dr. "Spitball" Pasternack and 
the fancy fofield work of Dr. 
"Crazylegs" Clement. 
The tide changed during the 
awards are presented to the second inning when 8 cases of 
I 
graduating Seniors who have beer were found in the Rho Mu -
made outstanding contributions Theta dugout. Rejuvenated by THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE ' during the college years. the Golden Lifegiving Fluid, the 
Yearbooks will be distributed at "Bellies" rallied in the second 
Pleasant Atmosphere 
for dates 
Class Day. inning with 8 runs on 14 hits 
I 
and 7 burps. The "Flunkers" 
------------CLASSIFIED AD 
were completely demoralized by 
the renewed vigor of the "Bel-
VOLR:SWAGEN-1963 V Sodon, 28,000 lies." 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
miles. Chocked by v.w. and oil repoirs The "Flunkers" were plagued 
mude. Radio ond luggage rock. by shoddy infield work headed 
273-2067 ANYTIME 
·----------l 1----------
GET BUTTONED 
FOR THE WEEKEND 
ONLY 25c FOR STATUS 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
-
\. 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
~~ 113 S. Cayuga St. 0: ~ 
Open Every Evening till 
Saturday till 5 
/ 272-5460 
0-0-0-0-0 
... those French Fried Onion Rings 
down in the 
VALLEY HOUSE 
801 WEST BUFFALO 
10 
(Available from our CARRY-OUT SERVICE, tool) 
RECORDS FOR SPRING WEEKEND 
O Carnival - Broadway Cast 
O My Fav-orite Sings - Dave Brubeck 
O Play One l\fore - Ian & Sylvia 
D Best of the Animals 
O What Now My Love - Tijuana Brass 
O U.S. Air Force Band and Chorus 
D Mamas and The Papas 
O Beach Boys Party 
O Belafonte - Mouskoure 
O It's Gonna Be Five - Glenn Yarbrough 
OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 9 
LENT'S MUSIC STORE 210 N. Tioga 
by Dr. "Boo Boo" Bernard on 
first base, Dr. "Crazylegs" Clem-
ents on second, Dr. "Lefty" 
Lyons at shortstop and James 
Clifford Morgon at third base. 
The outfield was shell-shocked 
by the barrage of hot-balls hit 
through Dr. "Slippery" Sadoff by 
the Just hitting of the "Bellies." 
Dr. "Yogi" "King Kong" Koch 
was behind the plate for the 
Flunkers." 
The "Plunkers" were further 
hampered by intermittent rain 
which dampened the game but 
not the spirit of the "Beer 
Bellies." 
Tragedy almost cast its somber 
shadow over the game as a "Beer 
Belly" line drive struck James 
Clifford Morgan's beer can dead 
center. 
The game finally ended with 
the score 16-15 as the dejected 
"Flunkers" waded to their cars, 
leaving the Rho Mu Theta "Beer 
Bellies" quite mellow and quite 
willing to absorb more of the 
Golden Fluid of Victory. 
DID YOU FORGET 
MOTHER'S DAY 
CHARJAN'S 
HASN'T 
BUY YOUR CARD NOW 
State & Tioga 
Ithaca 
... Since 1850: 
BROOKS 
(1) (2) 
THREE 
PHARMACIES 
•.. good, old-fashioned 
drugstores •.. serving you! 
Next time you 
need GAS 
Pull into CAYUGA CAR 
WASH. Get your car 
washed for: 
79c with purch. of 20 gal. 
99c with purch. of 15 gal. 
1.49 with purch. of 10 gal. 
Check our pump pricer-
It's the best buy In town 
CAYUGA CARWASH 
230 S. Cayuga St. 
Ithaca 
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I. C. Niners Take 
Two - Record 5 - 3 
The Sports -Scope Morgan Heads Clinic 
by BIii Goodhue I or Mentally- Retart!,ed 
The I.C. baseball squad took I in four trips to the plate. Angie 
advantage of a break in the , Giugliano contributed two 
weather over the weekend and I singles, Frank Fazio a two-run 
racked up two wins. The victor- I triple, and Jerry Foody, a double. 
ies over Kings College and St. 1 Starter Craig Fox picked up 
Lawrence raised the Bombers the win, but needed four innings 
record to 5-3. The team ap- of relief from Jack Bromley to 
pears to have jelled a consistent nail it down. Fox recorded eight 
hitting attack and with the strikeouts over his five mnmg 
weather permitting, the season The Bombers are now 5-3. 
may turn out to be a very sue- stint. 
cessful one. 
Well, those "old men" did it again-the Boston Celtics 
showed the sports world they are still kings of the hardwood. 
Whether Bos~on can muster anything resembling a contender 
next year can only be worthless guessing at this time, but, if 
not, at least they went out in style. 
Can the Beardless Clams ( of ·intramural softball fame) be 
stopped in their bid for a second straight undefeated s~ason? 
Because of a tight exam and paper schedule I was not· able 
to cover all sports activities last week and as a result I 
neglected to note the fact that shot putter Bob Burnam had 
established a new school record. Bob put the shot 48 feet, 8 and 
one-quarter inches against Brockport, thus erasing the old 
mark· of 48. feet, 8 inches. 
Saturday-1.C. 6, Kings 2 I.C ...... et Squad 
After two washouts in the I~ W A A 
Keystone State, the Bombers re- D H t . k .Aft L Cros T . 
turned to Pennsylvania on Sat- owns ar WIC The Lacrosse Club, under the a s earn 
urday and defeated Kings Col-
1
. The I.C. tennis squad was ex- supervision of Miss Hicks, meets 
lege 6-2 at Swoyersville. tended to three sets in every on Mondays and Wednesdays. The L F• t 
Kings got off to a quick two notch but one as -it registered Club is composed of beginners. oses JfS On Friday, April 29 and Satur- the Physical Education depart-
. h f" t · · b t ·t f" t · 'th 6-3 d · · F d t 1 · ti k h a1· · day, April 30 the School of Health ment of Cortland State. Under run lead m t e irs mnmg, u 1 s irs wm w1 a ec1S1on un amen a s m s c an mg IS The J.C. Lacrosse Club suffer-
was unable to score again as I.C. over visiting Hartwick. taught at first. Girls are- now ed its first setback Saturday and Physical Education was host the leadership of Julian Stein, 
plated three in the fourth and The team is now 1-1 on the playing game situations. afternoon as visiting Bucknell to a workshop on Receration and DeWitt Junior High School stu-
three in the eighth to notch the season with a packed schedule . . . flipped in four goals in the last Fitness for the Mentally Retard- dents demonstrated r_hythms. 
wi~ngie Giugliano and Don ~~x:U:!:u::ee~~~ing up in the h idhe a~uald W ~ pic;;c r~: be period to gain a 9-5 win over ed. The Workshop, sponsored by .Friday's program ended with a 
et Ponk Thes a~, . ay ·11 ba . ewt- coach Wane's stickmen. The two the American AssOciation for dinner in the Egbert Union at Lando led the Bomber hitters. Singlec:: ar ar . e p1cmc w1 egm a t d di k d , 
Angie doubled in the eighth and (1) Bud Eisenberg, J.C., beat 5·30 All omen of Ithaca earns were ea . oc e at 5-5 as Health Physical Education and which time the main speaker was 
· p.m. w the fourth period began but ' · 
added a single. Lando belted a Ed Katz, H, 4-6, 6-1, 9-7. College are in_vited. to attend.. Bucknell took control and was Recreatio? is directed primarily ·Dr. Daniel Sage of the Education 
340 foot shot over the right (2) Mike Alford, H, beat Steve Transportation will be prov1d~d not to be beaded. toward school personnel who department of Syracuse Univer-
field fence in the eighth. For- Kuzman, I.C., 8-6, 14-16, 6-2. for those women who need 1t. · ''Flash" p tte so led the have responsibility for conduct- sity. 
tuna started for I.C. and was (3) Mike Goodman, I._C., beat They should sign up in the gym- Bomber attac~ ;it: two goals . h . al d ti f th On Saturday, fitness activities 
relieved by Wiedinmyer in the Bob Boyce, H, 5-7, 8-6, 6-3. nasium or tell the ticket seller Burczak and Kempe each chipped mg P ysic e cca on or e 
third. (4) Glenn Sexton, J.C., beat about transportation. in one goal and one assist while mentally retarded. and swimming and water games 
Roy picked up !he win, but George DeOrio, H, 6-4, 0-6, 6-4. Tickets are twenty-five cents. Smith added a goal and Higg·n The program was opened by were demonstrated. The workshop 
neded three innings from the (5) G_ene Gould, J.C., beat Rob- The price includes hamburgers, an assi·st. 1 s ended with group reports led by Dr. Cecil W._Morgan, dean of the 
third Bomber hurler, Jack Brom- ert Va1~ H, 6-1, 5-7, 6-2. hot dogs, soda, and dessert. Dorm Ithaca faces off against Gene- Dean Morgan. The workshop 
Iey, who relieved in the seventh. (6) Ted Balcomb, H, beat Bill reps have further information. seo this afternoon JC has 3 1 S~hool of Health and Physical ended with a general conference The mound staff fanned eighteen Brodsky, J.C., 11-9, 6-3. ---- rd h"l G · · · h a ·t Education and Conference Chair-
. D bl reco w 1 e eneseo as ye . . summary. Kingsmen. ou es: WAA CALENDAR EVENTS to taste victory man. Dr. Howard Dillingham, 
Monday-1.C. 8, St. Lawrence 4 (1) Katz and Alford, H, beat May 6-Tennis at Cornell · preside~t of the College, gave the 
welcoming address which was fol-
pts. 'lowed by the Conference Keynote 
16 Address delivered by Julian Stein 
1! of the Rhode Island State _Uni-
5 versity department of Physical 
Led by the hitting of Don Eisenburg and Kuzman, J.C., 3-6, May 11-Softball at Harpur Scoring 
Lando and Dave Barton, the 6-4, 8-6. May 14-Lacrosse with Cortland, gls. asts. 
Bombers made it three in a row (2) Sexton and Goodman, I.C., home 1 p.m. Softball ·sportsday R Patterson 9 7 
as they defeated the visiting beat DeOrio and Bolcomb, H, May 17-WAA picnic at Stewart A: Burczak 10 5 Larries with the big bat. 6-2, 6-4. at Elmira. s. Kempe 5 3 
Lan~o raised his averag~ to (3) Gould and ~rodsky, J.C., Park_ N. Cincquemani 4 1 
.480 with a double and a triple. beat Boyce and Vail, H, 8-6, 3-6, May 18 - Tennis and Lacrosse A. Portanova 1 1 
Barton ripped off three siµgles 6-1. with William Smith, home~- B. Smith 1 1 
2 Education. 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Demonstrations of Basic Motor 
Skills and Low Organized Games 
were given by Ithaca College stu-
dents led by Louise Mosley of 
------------------------------------- D. Jones 1 O 
Synchronized Swim Club 
Presents 'The Cocktail Hour' 
The Synchronized Swimming club members, Miss A. Mae 
Club presented their spring Timer, their advisor, and Fred 
show, "The Cocktail Hour" on Simmons; who acted as program 
April 27 and 28. Each number announcer. The Synchronized 
portrayed a different cocktail; Swimming Club functions under 
participants swam in "Purple the auspices of the Women's 
Passion," "Stinger," and "Slo Athletic Association. 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
Gin Fizz" to name a few. 
The club performed for an 
almost capacity crowd both 
nights. Dr. Dillingham and Dean 
Hood were in attendance also. 
The performance was produced 
through the joint efforts of 
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Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
·--· Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Who . is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed 
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
Your ideal .date - such a person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer 
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would It take 
you to meet illd form an opinion of that many people? 
You will be matched with five Ideally suited persons 
of the opposite sex, right In your own locale (or in any 
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central 
COntrol for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be 
as perfectly matched with you in Interests, ouUook and 
background as computer science makes possible. · 
Central Control Is nationwide, but its programs are 
completely localized. Hundreds of Utousands of vigorous 
111d alert subscrib~s, all sharing the desire to meet their 
Ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and 
highly ace$taf>le. 
All five of your Ideal dates will be delightful. So 
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
22 PaJk Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
K. Takayama 1 O 
D. Foster o 1 
D. Higgins O 1 
UNBELIEVABLE 
THE STOCK AT ITHACA SPORTING GOODS 
Frisbees, jarts, skateboards, kites, tallk suits (topless for 
men), and boomerangs. 
,~ g~ Qood4. 
420 Eddy St. 
FREE 
Buy one sweatshirt and get one FREE 
PRICE $2.95 
LIMITED OFFER • ONE WEEK 
ONE SALE TO A CUSTOMER 
FREEMAN1S SPORTING GOODS 
Comer State & Cayuga 
AR 2-9361 
-Tastee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas-~ -Sundaes 
50 Flavors of Shakes 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
11:00 a.m. • 12:00 p.m. 
AU AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
GERRY PENZA 
A & s·'66 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St, 
